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As a result of technology improvements, various features have been collected for heart disease diagnosis. Large data sets have
several drawbacks, including limited storage capacity and long access and processing times. For medical therapy, early diagnosis of
heart problems is crucial. Disease of heart is a devastating human disease that is quickly increasing in developed and also
developing countries, resulting in death. In this type of disease, the heart normally fails to provide enough blood to different body
parts in order to allow them to perform their regular functions. Early, as well as, proper diagnosis of this condition is very critical
for averting further damage and also to save patients’ lives. In this work, machine learning (ML) is utilized to find out whether a
person has cardiac disease or not. Both the types of ensemble classifiers, namely, homogeneous as well as heterogeneous classifiers
(formed by combining two separate classifiers), have been implemented in this work. &e data mining preprocessing using
Synthetic Minority Oversampling Technique (SMOTE) has been employed to cope with the imbalance problem of the class as well
as noise. &e proposed work has two steps. SMOTE is used in the initial phase to reduce the impact of data imbalance and the
second phase is classifying data using Naive Bayes (NB), decision tree (DT) algorithms, and their ensembles. &e experimental
results demonstrate that the AdaBoost-Random Forest classifier provides 95.47% accuracy in the early detection of heart disease.

1. Introduction

Heart disease is mainly observed as the world’s most dan-
gerous and life-threatening chronic disease. During heart
illness, the heart generally fails to deliver enough blood to
different body regions so as to allow them to operate nor-
mally. &e narrowing and occlusion of coronary arteries can
cause heart failure. Heart disease is one among the leading
reasons for death nowadays across the globe [1].&is leads to
crucial requirement of monitoring the functioning organs in
the human body and a critical aspect in monitoring health
records of cardiovascular system. &e coronary arteries

control the entire circulation of blood to the heart.
According to the latest survey, United States is one of the
severely affected countries with relatively high ratio of heart
disease observed in patients. &e symptoms like breathing
problem, physical body weakness, exhaustion, and swollen
feet among various other symptoms are the most typical
markers of heart disease [2]. Most of the cardiovascular
diseases affecting people across the world are usually fatal.
So, to overcome this problem, development of new tech-
nique may aid in detection of heart diseases in early stages as
there is huge growth in the technology. Also, before causing
substantial damage to avoid advantageous problems in terms
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of time, cost, and saving human lives machine learning
techniques are used to focus on monitoring the heart dis-
eases. Machine learning involves emerging techniques in
manipulating and extracting features or relevant data in-
formation in possible way [3]. Machine learning is one of the
complex fields and also has huge scope in various appli-
cations which is expanding all the time. Machine learning
techniques consist of supervised learning, unsupervised
learning, and also ensemble learning classifiers, which are
mainly used to forecast the heart diseases in early stages with
increase in accuracy results [4].

In the past years, academicians and researchers
attempted to create and implement many intelligent pro-
grams by applying predefined procedures, which are similar
to regular existing program works [2]. But, still there is a lag
in monitoring many observations and instances in timely
manner to overcome many societal challenges. Nowadays,
very challenging tasks include photo tagging, identification
of web-based ranking, identification of spam, or no spam
Emails. To overcome these tasks or objectives, one of the
options includes development of a program generating
relevant rules to evaluate the data samples. It is also called
training set, and one of the common emerging fields used for
this is machine learning methods. Since 2010–2015, many
intelligence software-based machine learning methods are
applied including recognition systems on patient images to
improve the accuracy results from 72% to 95% [5].

Most of the machine learning applications are evolving
in present days and affecting every aspect in our daily lives.
Machine learning is applicable in many emerging areas like
healthcare monitoring systems, pattern recognition and
feature extraction, text and speech recognition, education
systems, military and defense applications, fraud detection,
etc. Artificial intelligence takes the main lead in the devel-
opment of ML technology systems. ML technology also
simulates human learning systems from the input dataset or
information. Many machine learning algorithms from firms
such as Facebook, Amazon, or Flipkart are boosting the
business trends in developing various brands [6]. With the
help of past data or information, machine learning tries to
discover new patterns in applying algorithms to achieve
feasible outcome results. Also adding value to the business
trends or organizations mainly focuses onmonitoring future
situations and outcome [7].

2. Related Work

A lot of research work is carried out using machine learning
methods in achieving more accurate results and predicting
outputs based on input dataset [8]. Machine learning plays a
very important role in view of new trends and new tech-
niques based on customer behavior or various input pat-
terns, in the development of new products and new brands
[9]. Enterprises can understand the customer needs at
deeper level to overcome their needs using machine learning
algorithms depending, for various applications, on their
outcomes [10]. Machine learning also increases the im-
portance in business operations and artificial intelligence is
becoming practically high using today’s ML models.

One of the new strategies for detecting cardiac diseases,
mainly based on Co-Active Neuro-Fuzzy Interference Sys-
tems (CANFIS), is applied in one of the research work [11].
Most of the research study is based on regularity in detection
of heart diseases based on their strategies as well as on their
difficulties. Classifier strategies for the detection of heart
diseases are demonstrated using machine learning algo-
rithm, Naive Bayes classifier model. Most of the survey is
carried out on various applications, in many research papers,
by using data mining algorithms for prediction of heart
diseases [12]. But traditional invasive-based approach is
carried out using machine learning algorithms.&e classifier
models for diagnosing heart diseases are based on medical
history of patients, patient test results, or scan results so that
researchers or doctors can research on connected symptoms
[13].

Alternatively, one more disadvantage is that the dye used
is harmful as it affects kidneys, as it increases creatinine,
including a high cost, a different kind of adverse effects, and
a very good level of technological knowledge [14]. &e
traditional method is comparatively costly and also com-
putationally intensive method for disease diagnosis which
takes time to assess [15]. Researchers have tried to create
various noninvasive smart healthcare systems which are
based on predictive ML techniques, namely, SVM, K-NN,
Naive Bayes (NB), and, also, decision tree (DT), among
others, to overcome the challenges in conventional invasive-
based methods for the identification of heart disease [16].

In the medical field, one of the most used classifiers is the
decision tree. In this work [17] SEER medical datasets were
used to predict the disease survivorship using classification
and regression trees (CART).

In this work [18], use of neural networks was introduced
to diagnose and forecast heart disease as well as blood
pressure. A Deep Neural Network was built using the given
disease attributes to generate an output that was accom-
plished by the output perceptron and almost included 120
hidden layers, which is the most basic and relevant method
for ensuring an accurate result of having heart disease if the
model is using the test dataset [19]. &e use of a supervised
algorithm for cardiac disease diagnostics is being recom-
mended [17]. When the attributes of data are associated, the
random forest approach has a tendency to favor the smaller
group [20]. &is is why, in order to alleviate the challenge of
imbalanced data and limit the probability of bias against
minorities in the dataset, the SMOTE method is being used.
In this study [21], a combination of SMOTE and Artificial
Neural Network (ANN) has been used to diagnose ovarian
cancer using a publicly available dataset of ovarian cancer.
&e research demonstrates that, by using the preprocessing
methodology of SMOTE to decrease the impact of data
imbalance, we can improve the performance and efficiency
of neural networks in cancer classification. On large datasets,
most single classifier algorithms have the drawbacks of being
computationally expensive and difficult. For large datasets,
in particular, classification approaches do not give consistent
and reliable results, making some individual classifier sys-
tems wasteful and unreliable [22]. For example, the DT
approach is particularly good at managing intervariable
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interactions, but it struggles with linear relationships be-
tween variables [23].

In recent years, ensemble classifiers have become a
popular strategy in machine learning and pattern recogni-
tion. In a nutshell, it is a method for combining the findings
of many classifiers. &e ensemble method’s main goal is to
improve classification efficiency by weighing multiple in-
dependent classifiers and thereby combining them into a
single or an individual classifier that outperforms each one
individually [22, 24, 25].

3. Exploratory Knowledge

One of the most well-known areas of medical research is the
research for heart disease. Early identification and accurate
projections of heart diseases have a significant impact on
therapy and reduce patient mortality rates. &e sections that
follow provide brief descriptions of the algorithms used to
detect heart disease in this study.

3.1. Decision Tree (DT) Classifier. A decision tree is a su-
pervisedML algorithm that makes decisions based on a set of
rules, very similar to how normally people do. A ML clas-
sification method is designed to make judgments, in one
sense. Classification and regression problems can both be
solved with this classifier [26].

&ere are different notions that define the model. &ey
are given below.

(i) Entropy: Entropy is a measurement of a system’s
unpredictability or disorder. In the year 1850, a
German physicist named Rudolf Clausius proposed
this hypothesis. It is computed as shown in

Entropy � −  p(X)log p(X), (1)

where p(X) is a fraction of examples in a given class.
(ii) Gini Index: It is also called the Gini coefficient,

which is a measure of income distribution in a
population. Corrado Gini, an Italian statistician,
created it in 1912. &e Gini impurity is computed
using

Gini Inpurity � 1 − 
C

i�1
pi( 

2
. (2)

(iii) Information Gain: &e reduction in entropy
achieved by changing a dataset is known as infor-
mation gain, and it is frequently utilized in the
training of decision trees. &e entropy of a dataset
before and after a transformation is used to calculate
information gain. It is computed using

IG Dp, f  � I Dp  −
Nleft

N
I Dleft( 

Nright

N
I Dright , (3)

where f is feature split on Dpwhich is parent dataset;
Dleft is left child node dataset;Dright is right child

node dataset; I is impurity criterion; N is total
number of samples; Nleft is samples number of left
child node; Nright is samples number of right child
node.

3.2. 9e CART Algorithm. &e CART algorithm was first
introduced by Breiman et al. [27]. Hunt’s algorithm is used
to create the CART. To build a DT, it can process categorical
as well as continuous attributes. It also accounts for missing
data and constructs the DT by making use of Gini Index as
an attribute selection criterion. CART divides the given
datasets (training set) into binary segments and builds bi-
nary trees as a result. &e Gini Index is not employed in the
ID3 and C4.5 probabilistic assumptions. In order to increase
accuracy of classification, CART algorithm increases the
accuracy by making use of cost-complexity pruning for
removing unpredictable branches from the DT.

3.3. Alternating Decision Tree (AltDTree). AltDTree is a
classification ML method. It is related to boosting and
generalizes decision trees. An AltDTree is made up of a series
of decision nodes that indicates a predicate condition and
prediction nodes that hold a single number [28]. Classic DTs,
Voted DTs, and Voted Decision Stumps are all generalized
into AltDTree. It allows any boosting implementation to
extract the AltDTree model from the data as a learning
method. In the context of the decision tree, AltDTree is an
appealing extension of boosting. It enables the use of various
boosting strategies to create an AltDTree model with unique
properties that can handle a wide range of applications.

3.4. Random Forest (RF) Classifier. RF works by using the
training data to create several decision trees. In the case of
classification, every tree suggests output as a class; also the
class with greatest number of outputs is selected as the final
outcome [29]. In order to build, number of trees must be
specified. RF is such a technique for aggregating or even
bagging bootstrap data. &is method is used to reduce an
important parameter called variance in the outcomes.

3.5. Reduced Error Pruning Tree (RedEPTree). Top-down
induction of decision trees has been observed to be ham-
pered by the pruning phase’s poor performance. It is known,
for example, that the size of the resulting tree rises linearly
with the sample size, despite the fact that the tree’s accuracy
does not improve. Errors are reduced. &e RedEPTree
technique is based on the notion of calculating information
gain using entropy and backfitting to minimize variance-
induced error [30].

3.6. Naive Bayes (NB) Classifier. &ere are two steps of
classified data in the Naive Bayesian approach [31]. &e first
stage involves evaluating the parameters of a probability
distribution using the training input data. In the second
stage, the test dataset is categorized based on the greatest
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posterior probability. &e NB classifier’s pseudocode is
shown below.

3.7. AdaBoost. AdaBoost makes it possible to merge various
“weak classifiers” into a single classifier which is called
“strong classifier.” Decision trees with one level, or decision
trees with only one split, are the most popular algorithm
used with AdaBoost. Decision Stump is another name for
these trees [32]. &is approach creates a model by assigning
equal weights to all of the data points. It then gives points
that are incorrectly categorized with a higher weight. In the
next model, all points with greater weights are given more
importance. It will continue to train models till a lower error
is received [33].

&e weight of the training set is used to start the Ada-
Boost algorithm. Let us consider training set (x1, y), . . . (xn,
yn), in which each xi is in instance space X and each label yi

is in collection of labels Y, that is very much similar to the
collection of {−1, +1}. Weight on training instance I on the
round t is assigned as DIt(i). At the start, the same weight is
used (DIt(i))� 1/M, i� 1, . . ., M), where It is the iteration
number. &en, weight of the misclassified case from the base
learning algorithm is then increased in each round. &e
AdaBoost algorithm’s pseudocode is shown below.

And

αIt �
1
2
In

P+1 − P−1

P−1 + P−1
 . (4)

CIt is the normalization constant, αIt is used to allow the
outcome to be generalized and to solve the problem of
overfitting and noise sensitive situations [33]. &e real value
of αIthIt (x) is built using a class probability estimate (P).

4. Proposed Methodology

&e proposed approach contains two phases in this section.
SMOTE is used in the initial phase to lessen the impact of
data imbalance. &en, the second phase entails classification
using Naive Bayes and DT methods (AltDTree, CART,
RedEPTree, and RF) [33]. After that, AdaBoost Ensembles of
the aforementioned algorithms are constructed and their
performance is evaluated. &en, heterogeneous classifiers
that are formed by combining two different individual
classifiers are evaluated against different performance
metrics to figure out the best model. Figure 1 depicts the flow
of the suggested technique.

4.1.Dataset. &eUCI repository provided the Heart Disease
dataset. &is dataset comprises 13 medical variables for 304
patients, which helps to determine whether the patient is in
the danger of developing heart disease or not, as well as
categorize patients who are at risk and those who are not.
&e pattern that leads to the discovery of patients at risk for
heart disease is retrieved from this dataset. &ere are two
aspects to these records: training and testing. Each row
corresponds to a single record in this dataset, which has 303

rows and 14 columns. Table 1 lists all of the qualities and the
heatmap is depicted in Figure 2.

4.2. Data Preprocessing. Most classification algorithms aim
to gather pure samples to learn and make the borderline of
each class as definitive as possible in order to perform better
prediction. Synthetic instances that are far from the bor-
derline are easier to categorize than those that are near to the
borderline, which present a significant learning difficulty for
the majority of classifiers. &e authors in [32] describe an
advanced strategy (A-SMOTE) for preprocessing imbal-
anced training sets based on these findings. It aims to clearly
characterize the borderline and create pure synthetic sam-
ples from SMOTE generalization. &is approach is divided
into two parts, as follows.

Step 1. &e SMOTE technique is used to create a synthetic
instance using

N � 2∗ (r − z) + z, (5)

where r denotes majority class samples, z denotes minority
class samples number, and N is the initial synthetic instance
number (which is newly generated).

&e synthetic instances generated by SMOTE can be
approved or rejected based on two criteria, which corre-
spond to the first stage: For example, consider x � {x1, x2, x3,
. . .. xN} which is the collection of new synthetic instances,
and xi

(j) is the jth attribute value of xi, j
∈∈[1, M].LetSm � {Sm1, Sm2,. . . Smz} and Sα � {Sα1, Sα1, Sα1,
. . .Sαr} be the set of the minority samples as well as majority
samples [32]. In order to make the rejection or acceptance
decision, distance is computed between xi and Smk, D
Dminority (xi, Smk) and the distance between xi and Sαl, D
Dmajority (xi, Sαl). For I from N steps, we calculate the dis-
tances as stated below, using equations (6) and (7).

DDminority xi, Smk(  � 
M

j�1

�������������

xi
(j)

− Smk
(j)

 
2



, k ∈ [1, z], (6)

DDminority xi, Sal(  � 

M

j�1

�������������

xi
(j)

− Sal
(j)

 
2



, l ∈ [1, r]. (7)

As per (6) and (7), we compute arrays Aminority
andAmajority using (8) and (9).

Aminority � DDmin ority xi, Sm1( , . . . DDmin ority xi, Smz(  , (8)

Amajority � DDmajority xi, Sa1( , . . . DDmajority xi, Sar(  . (9)

&en we choose the minimum value out of
Aminority, min(Aminority)and theminimumvalue out of
Amajority, min(Amajority). If min (Aminority) is lesser than
min(Amajority), the new samples are accepted else, rejected.

min(Amajority)<min(Amajority) (Accepted).
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Input required: TDS: Training Dataset TDS� ui(1, 2, 3, 4, . . . . . . n) Output expected: Class Labels YES and NO
Step_1: &e Given Dataset TDS, consists of symptoms pertaining to different classes, say YES and NO
Step_2: Calculate prior-probability of “YES” class�No of attributes of class YES/Total no of attributes Compute prior-probability of

“NO” class�No of attributes of class NO/Total no of attributes
Step_3: Compute enumi, total no. of attributes that are frequent for each class

numyes � Sum of frequent attributes of class YES
numno � Sum of frequent attributes of class NO

Step_4: Compute the conditional probability
P(attribute1/class YES) � attributeCount/ni(YES)

P(attribute1/classNO) � attributeCount/ni(NO)

P(attribute2/classNO) � attributeCount/ni(YES)

P(attribute2/classNO) � attributeCount/ni(NO)

. . .

P(attribute2/classNO) � attributeCount/ni(NO)

Step_5: Classify a new record of attributes of a patient based on the probability P (NEW/feature).
Compute P(YES/attribute) � P(YES) ∗P(attribute1/class YES) ∗P(attribute1/class YES) . . . P(attributen/class YES)

Compute PNO/attribute � P(NO) ∗P(attribute1/classNO) ∗P(attribute1/classNO) . . . P(attributen/class NO)

Step_6: Assign the new record of patient to either class YES or NO which has higher probability.

ALGORITHM 1: Pseudocode of NB classifier.

Input required: TDS: Training Dataset TDS� xi(1, 2, 3, 4, . . . . . . n) labels yi ∈ Y
It: Iteration Number
Steps a to h

(a) Assign TDS sample (x1, y1), . . . (xn, yn); xi ∈ X, yi ∈ {−1, +1}
(b) Initialize weights of DIt(i) � 1/M, i� 1, . . ., M
(c) for It� 1, ... , T
(d) Train the learner that is weak using distribution DIt
(e) Get hypothesis of weak hIt: X⟶ {−1, +1} along with its error� εIt � 

n
hIt(x)≠yi

DIt(i)

(f ) Update distribution DIt: DIt+1(i) � DIt(i)exp(−αItyItTIt(xIt))/CIt

(g) Next It that, It + 1
(h) Final hypothesis Outputs: H(x) � sign[

T
It�1 αIthIt] (x)]

ALGORITHM 2: Pseudocode of AdaBoost classifier.

Load Dataset

SMOTE –Data-preprocessing

Single Classifier Homogeneous 
Classifier (Adaboost)

Heterogeneous 
Classifier

K-Fold Cross 
Validation

Model Evaluation

Model Deployment

Figure 1: Proposed flow diagram.
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min(Aminority) ≥ min(Amajority) (Rejected).

Step 2. &en, using the accepted synthetic instances, the
following steps are taken to remove the noise.

Suppose S � {S1, S2, S3,. . .. Sn} is a new synthetic minority
received by Step 1. We then compute the distance between Si

with each original minority Sm,MinRap(Si,
Sm), defined

using

Sm,MinRap Si
Sm  � 

z

k�1


M

j�1

��������������
Si

(j)
− Smk

(j)
 

2


, (10)

where
Sm,MinRap(Si.

Sm) samples rapprochement including all
minority and as per (10), L is obtained as follows:

L � 
n

i�1
MinRap Si, Sm  . (11)

Step 3. Compute the distance between Si, and each original
majority Sa, MajRap(SiSa), described using

MajRap
SiSa  � 

r

i�1


M

j�1

������������
Si

(j)
− Sal

(j)
 

2


. (12)

MajRap(Si, Sa)⟶ samples rapprochement including all
majority and as per equation (13) H is obtained as follows:

H � 
n

i�1
MajRap

Si, Sa  . (13)

&en, we remove half of synthetic samples which have
most likely less distance between Siand Sa to obtain the data,
that is, of high purity.

5. Performance Evaluations

&e different ML algorithms, namely, Naive Bayes, AltD-
Tree, RedEPTree, CART, and RF, are applied on the dataset

Table 1: Attributes of the dataset.

Sl. No. Features Description Values
1 Age Age in years Continuous
2 Sex Gender of patient Male/female
3 CP Chest pain Four types
4 Trestbps Resting blood pressure Continuous
5 Chol Serum cholesterol Continuous
6 FBS Fasting blood sugar <, or >120mg/dl
7 Restecg Resting electrocardiograph Five values
8 &alach Maximum heart rate achieved Continuous
9 Exang Exercise induced angina Yes/no
10 Oldpeak ST depression when working out compared to the amount of rest taken Continuous
11 Slope Slope of peak exercise ST segment Up/flat/down
12 Ca Gives number of major vessels colored by fluoroscopy 0–3
13 &al Defect type Reversible/fixed/normal

14 Num (disorder) Heart disease Not present (“NO”)/present in the
four major types (“YES”)
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oldpeak
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Figure 2: Heatmap depiction of the dataset.
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as individual classifiers. &eir performance is compared in
terms of several metrics as described in the next section.

5.1. Performance Metrics. If the dataset is not balanced,
accuracy may not be a good measure [34]. &e number of
accurately classified examples divided by total number of
data instances is referred to as accuracy. &e accuracy is
computed using

Accuracy �
TNs + TPs

TNs + TPs + FPs + FNs
. (14)

Precision is one of the performance metrics that is going
to measure how many correct positive forecasts have been
done. So, precision estimates the accuracy of the minority
class; then, the ratio of accurately predicted positive in-
stances divided by the total number of positive examples
predicted, is used to compute it using

Precision �
TPs

TPs + FPs
. (15)

A good classifier should have a precision of 100% (high);
only when both numerator and denominator are identical,
i.e., TP�TP+FP, can precision become 100% [33].

Recall is a metric that measures how many correct
positive predictions were produced out of all possible
positive predictions. Unlike precision, which only considers
the right positive predictions out of all positive predictions,
recall considers the positive predictions that were missed. In
this approach, recall provides some indication of the positive
class’ coverage. &e recall is computed using

recall �
TPs

TPs + FNs
. (16)

We want both accuracy and recall to be of the value one
in a good classifier, which also means FP and FN should be
zero. As a result, we require a statistic that considers both
precision and recall. &e F1-score is a measure that takes
precision and recall into account and is defined as follows:

F1 Score � 2∗
precision∗ recall
precision + recall

. (17)

To compute error rates in forecasted value, let PN denote
a collection of data having the form (t1, r1) , (t2, r2),. . .

(tp, rp)such that ti denotes n-dimensional tuples of test with
respective values of ri for a given response r and denotes
count of tuples in PN.

In all test instances, the mean-absolute-error (MAE) is
the mean of the difference among the projected and guanine
value. It is the standard deviation of the prediction error
calculated using

MAE � 

p

i�1
ri − ri

T


. (18)

&e root mean squared error (RMSE) is a well-known
approach for calculating numeric prediction success. &e
mean of the squared discrepancies among every value is

computed and its matching true value is used to calculate
this value using

RMSE �

�������������


p
r�1 ri − r

T
i 
2

p




. (19)

&e total absolute mistake is made relative to what the
error would have been if the prediction had just been the
average of the actual numbers known as Relative Absolute
Error (RAE). It is computed using

RAE �


p
r�1 ri − r

T
i 
2


p
r�1 ri − ri( 

2 . (20)

&e total squared error made is compared to what the
error would have been if the prediction had been the average
of the absolute value, known as relative squared error
(RRSE). It is computed using

RRSE �

�������������


p
r�1 ri − r

T
i 
2


p
r�1 ri − ri( 

2




. (21)

Table 2 depicts that Random Forest is the best model as it
takes only 2.27 seconds for model building (TTBM: Time to
Build Model), while the AltDTree has taken 60.18 seconds
for model building.

Figure 3 shows the accuracy forecast for individual
classifiers. Among all the aforementioned classifiers being
used in the current research work, AltDTree provides the
best accuracy of 93.56%. Random Forest provides 92.45%
accuracy and NB classifier prediction is the lowest with
78.67% accuracy.

Figure 4 depicts the rates of errors obtained from the
individual classifiers. AltDTree MAE rate is 0.28 and RMSE
rate value is 0.41. &is demonstrates that there is low error
recorded during the prediction procedures. However, NB
has a higher error rate, i.e., 0.60 MAE and 0.83 RMSE,
respectively.

Table 3 demonstrates that AdaBoost-RF is the best
model, as it has taken only 10.34 seconds to build the model.
But the AdaBoost-CARTis the worst model as it takes 295.45
seconds to build the model. Also, AdaBoost-RF has highest
F1-value of 0.98 and AdaBoost-NB has the lowest F1-value
of 0.81.

From Figure 5, AdaBoost-RF predictions are better than
any other mentioned classification algorithm with an ac-
curacy of 95.47%. However, AdaBoost-AltDTree provides
93.56% prediction accuracy and stands second. &e Ada-
Boost-NB provides the least prediction rate of 80.6%.

Figure 6 depicts the different error rates that were
recorded. AdaBoost Ensemble classifiers provide the lowest
error rate of 0.14 for MAE and 0.38 for RMSE. However,
AdaBoost-NB has a higher error rate, i.e., 0.54 and 0.76 for
MAE and RMSE, respectively, whose values are almost the
same as that of NB individual classifier.

Table 4 depicts the results of ensemble classifiers which
are heterogeneous in nature. RF-CART and RF-RedEPTree
take 7.34 seconds and 7.89 seconds for building the model,

Computational Intelligence and Neuroscience 7



Table 2: Single classifier evaluation comparison.

Performance metrics Naive Bayes AltDTree RF RedEPTree CART
TTBM (sec) 4.56 60.18 2.11 10.25 52.24
Accuracy (%) 78.6 93.56 92.45 79.23 78.67
MAE 0.60 0.28 0.27 026 0.27
RMSE 0.83 0.41 0.42 0.42 0.56
RAE 120 67.71 77.87 79.12 68.91
RRSE 127.41 95.33 82.92 97.89 98.34
F1-score 0.3 0.85 0.84 0.83 0.81
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Figure 3: Accuracy prediction for single classifiers.
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Figure 4: Error rates of individual classifier.

Table 3: AdaBoost classifier.

Performance metrics AB-NB AB-AltDTree AB-RF AB-RedEPTree AB-CART
TTBM (sec) 18.32 30.01 10.34 64.35 295.45
Accuracy (%) 80.6 93.56 95.47 82.23 81.67
MAE 0.54 0.21 0.14 0.21 0.20
RMSE 0.76 0.43 0.38 0.41 0.41
RAE 129.79 57.78 35.87 45.19 41.61
RRSE 155.62 96.23 65.47 91.03 91.08
F1-score 0.81 0.94 0.98 0.83 0.87
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respectively, which are very low. However, AltDTree-CART
has taken 598.02 seconds being the worst time for building
the model. So, it can be said that RF-CART has a higher F1-
score of 0.85, and RF-RedEPTree is second with F1-score of
0.84. AltDTree-RF and AltDTree-CART have the worst F1-
scores of 0.68 and 0.69, respectively.

From Figure 7, RF-CART provides the best accuracy of
86.29% in comparison to others, followed by RF-RedEPTree
with 85.45% prediction accuracy. AltDTree-RF has the
lowest accuracy value of 70.12%.

Figure 8 depicts error rates obtained by ensemble
classifiers are heterogeneous in nature. RF-CART exhibits

Accuracy of AdaBoost Ensemble Classifier
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Figure 5: Accuracy of AdaBoost classifier.
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Figure 6: AdaBoost classifier error rate.

Table 4: Ensemble classifiers, heterogeneous.

Performance
metrics NB+AltDTree NB+RF AltDTree +RF RF+RedEPTree RF+CART AltDTree +RedEPTree AltDTree +CART

TTBM (sec) 30.03 32.05 398.12 7.89 7.34 357.77 598.02
Accuracy (%) 76.45 76.05 70.12 85.45 86.29 74.49 71.29
MAE 0.42 0.43 0.37 0.35 0.34 0.37 0.41
RMSE 0.42 0.39 0.49 0.36 0.36 0.37 0.42
RAE 99.23 92.23 80.12 71.01 70.89 73.23 89.23
RRSE 98.23 97.49 101.22 91.29 90.12 93.37 99.34
F1-score 0.74 0.75 0.68 0.84 0.85 0.73 0.69
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the lowest error rate of 0.34 (MAE) and RMSE of 0.36.
However, NB-RF has the highest MAE rate of 0.43 and
AltDTree-RF has the highest RMSE rate of 0.49.

6. Conclusion

&e AdaBoost Ensemble model for heart disease prediction
has been proposed in this work, which is based on rec-
ognized feature patterns. In the diagnosis of cardiac dis-
ease, it can be compared with classic data mining methods.
Ensemble classification approaches replace traditional
methods of extracting meaningful information during the
feature extraction step. &e homogeneous classifiers and
ensemble classifiers which are formed by combining
multiple methods called heterogeneous classifiers were
employed in this study. &e data mining preprocessing
technique using Synthetic Minority Oversampling Tech-
nique (SMOTE) is used to cope with the problem of class
imbalance as well as noise present in the heart disease
dataset. &e best time to build the model for heterogeneous
ensemble classifiers is 7.34 seconds for RF-CART and

7.89 seconds for RF-RedEPTree ensemble, according to the
experimental results. NB-AltDTree has been observed to
have taken the worst time of 598.02 seconds to build the
model. With 86.29% prediction accuracy, RF-CART out-
performs other classification algorithms, followed by RF-
RedEPTree with 85.45% prediction accuracy. As per the
results, AdaBoost-RF classifier exhibits 0.14 error rate for
MAE which is the lowest and 0.38 for RMSE among the
other AdaBoost Ensemble classifiers. In all the overall
experiments, the performances of classifiers were com-
pared, and the findings revealed that AdaBoost-RF is the
best among other classifiers with 95.47% accuracy.
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